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DEMYSTIFYING THE THREAT LANDSCAPE

WE MAKE THREAT INTELLIGENCE “ACTIONABLE”
In a time of changing and ever-present
cyber attacks, it’s crucial for every
business to know where its risks lie.
If you’re an IT security professional,
you need to understand your potential
cyber enemy and the current threat
landscape so you can anticipate risk,
determine your likelihood of being
hacked, and the resulting impact when
(not if) it happens.
At F5 Labs, it’s our mission to transform
global threat data into actionable
intelligence, guiding you through the who,
what, when, why, how, and “what’s next”
of cyber threats. In the pages that follow,
we’ll walk you through the changing
threat landscape, show you where
your business is most vulnerable today,
and tell you what you can do to stay
ahead of the security game—and out
of the news headlines.
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THE
CHANGING
FACE OF IT
SECURITY

It used to be that enterprise applications lived in your

applications to public or managed clouds and

corporate-owned data center and were accessed

replaced others with Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)

only by users who were directly connected to the

applications like Office 365, Google Apps, and

network. Then, it was relatively easy to protect your

Salesforce. Many legacy applications have been

network and servers since you had visibility and

converted to web-based and mobile applications.

control of both. Security was all about fortifying the

Your own public-facing web properties, which are

network perimeter with bigger and better firewalls to

designed to be accessible by anyone, invite more

keep the bad guys out.

people into your network rather than keep people

Today, our world looks vastly different. The

out. As a result, they create more opportunities

pervasiveness of the Internet, ubiquity of mobile

for attack.

devices, rise of social media, and dramatic shifts in
web and cloud-based technology have changed
everything about the way we live, work, and do
business. The latest layer of complexity in this never-

THE UNIVERSE IS
OUR WORKPLACE

ending evolution is the Internet of Things (IoT), in

The way we work has changed, too, with employees

which every conceivable electronic device—cars,

doing their jobs from multiple locations, often over

water meters, traffic lights, toasters, airplanes, heart

unsecured networks like public Wi-Fi hotspots

monitors, even clothing—is connected online.

in coffee shops. Unfortunately, many users don’t

20

fully grasp the importance of adhering to security

%

OF EMPLOYEES WOULD SELL THEIR COMPANY
PASSWORDS, AND NEARLY HALF OF THOSE
WOULD DO SO FOR LESS THAN $1,000.00.”
–FORTUNE

APPLICATIONS ARE THE
HEARTBEAT OF TODAY’S
WORLD

policies. Thanks primarily to social media, they’re
sharing more personal information, mixing personal
and company data across many devices, sending
confidential business information to coworkers and
colleagues using unapproved apps like Dropbox,
and using weak, old, or duplicate passwords for
multiple systems.
Spear phishing is also enjoying a shockingly high
success rate. Apps like LinkedIn make it easy to
identify a company’s high-level managers and
executives, who can then be easily targeted. If you
haven’t yet had an employee give up their network
credentials after being spear phished, you are in the
minority. “Users are your weakest link” is a well-

At the core of this ever-changing landscape are

known security adage, and it’s truer than ever in the

applications; they drive virtually everything we do,

hacked world we live in today.

and they’re everywhere now. Nearly three-quarters
of today’s companies have moved some of their
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ENCRYPTION PROVIDES A FALSE
SENSE OF SECURITY

capable of decrypting encrypted traffic have disabled this

the network. Why this shift in focus? Because data is the

function because of the potential performance impact. Yet

crown jewel in today’s application-driven economy—

90 percent of those same respondents expressed concern

that’s what hackers are after.

The drive toward an all-encrypted Internet is meant to

about the impact of encrypted traffic in their networks.

improve privacy for individuals—for example, by protecting

The most direct pathway to your data is through

How are your security alerts performing compared to a

applications, and stolen user credentials too often provide

year or two years ago? Chances are they’ve significantly

the keys to the kingdom. Traditional network firewalls are

declined. Your data could be leaking out the SSL/TLS

powerless to stop these types of attacks. Why is it, then,

“express lane” on the hacker highway without you even

that only 10 percent of today’s IT security budget is spent

realizing it.

on protecting user identities and applications, while the

mobile banking transactions—but it simultaneously creates
new blind spots for IT. That’s because traditional security
solutions (network firewalls, intrusion detection/protection,
data loss prevention systems, and others) aren’t able to
decrypt encrypted traffic. Hackers know this and use it
to their advantage to hide malicious code in encrypted

remaining 90 percent3 goes to areas of lower risk?

traffic that now goes undetected by these solutions that

ATTACK TARGETS HAVE SHIFTED

previously would have caught them.

Another thing that’s distinctly different today—and critical

Surprisingly, a recent IDC survey1 found that more than half

for enterprises to understand—is that 72 percent2 of

of respondents with advanced security solutions that are

today’s attacks target user identities and applications, not

72

%

OF ATTACKS TARGET THE USER IDENTITIES AND
APPLICATIONS, NOT SERVERS AND NETWORKS.

90

%

OF TODAY’S SECURITY BUDGETS ARE STILL SPENT
ON PROTECTING EVERYTHING BUT USER IDENTITIES
AND APPLICATIONS.

1
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THE HEADSPINNING
REALITIES
OF TODAY’S
THREAT
LANDSCAPE

All of these factors make for a much more complex
and vulnerable environment where applications can
be anywhere and data is everywhere. With your
assets spread far and wide and users having far
more freedom, the traditional network perimeter
has dissolved, and you’re left with less visibility and
control than ever before. This creates a climate in
which we’ve seen the nature, type, size, frequency,
and severity of cyber attacks shift dramatically.

CONSIDER THESE FACTS:
»» At the end of 2016, there were over 3.5 billion
Internet users (more than 46 percent of the
world’s population), and the number of users is
growing at a rate of 10 per second. The yearover-year growth rate outpaces global population
growth by seven times.¹
»» More than 2 billion compromised accounts are
for sale online,² which may or may not include
Yahoo’s latest disclosure of 1 billion accounts.³

26.5m
OVER

WEBSITES WERE HACKED IN 2016⁶

»» In a world where over 4 million records are
compromised per day,⁴ it’s no wonder identity
theft now accounts for 64 percent of breaches.⁵
»» Google has warned up to 61 million people in
a single week that they visited a site serving
malware.⁷ Malware sites detected by Google
fluctuated between 9 and 49 million per week in
2016, and phishing sites alone ranged between
22 and 54 million per week.
»» Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks,
once perpetrated only by expert hackers, are
now available to any junior-level techie, thanks
to toolsets like the one Anonymous released in
February of 2016.⁸

1
http://www.internetlivestats.com/internet-users/ • 2 https://haveibeenpwned.com/ • 3 http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20161214006239/en/Important-Security-Information-Yahoo-Users • 4 http://breachlevelindex.com/ • 5 http://www.zdnet.com/article/over-554m-data-records-breached-with-identity-theft-most-common/ • 6 http://www.
internetlivestats.com/ • 7 https://www.google.com/transparencyreport/safebrowsing/?hl=en • 8 https://f5.com/Portals/1/PDF/labs/R018_ARTICLE_Thanks_to_Anonymous_Latest_Toolset_Anyone_Can_Play_the_DDoS_Game.pdf • 9 https://f5.com/about-us/news/articles/mirai-the-iot-bot-that-took-down-krebs-and-launched-a-tbps-ddos-attack-onovh-21937 • 10 https://krebsonsecurity.com/tag/mirai-botnet/ • 11 http://arstechnica.com/security/2016/04/0-day-exploits-more-than-double-as-attackers-prevail-in-security-arms-race/
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Anonymous’s “spirit of sharing”
was echoed by the creators of
Mirai, the IoT botnet that executed
unprecedented terabits-per-second
DDoS attacks in Q4 of 2016 against
critical Internet DNS infrastructure
and the third-largest hosting provider
in the world.
Mirai also forced one of the world’s largest DDoS
scrubbing services to bump KrebsOnSecurity
off its platform when the malware authors shared
their source code with the world.⁹ Since then,
the source code has been forked several times
and used in subsequent attacks.10 This change
in volume with IoT devices and execution
by perpetrators not afraid to launch vicious
attacks drastically changed the face of DDoS
virtually overnight.
Old protocols not previously exploited are under
review by hacker groups, and zero-day attacks
have more than doubled in a year.11 Hackers
are also leveraging social engagement to their
advantage through applications that support usergenerated content, specifically where input is not
properly sanitized. Input sanitization can prove
challenging when you don’t have experienced
secure coders and you are leveraging third-party
content management systems and forum software
platforms, which are well-known hacker targets.
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FACT IS
GREATER
THAN FEAR

As grim as all this might sound, this is today’s reality;

they use? How do organizations like yours identify

it’s simply the cost of doing business in an online,

threats and threat actors and protect themselves?

interconnected world. Accept the fact that it’s no

These are key questions to ask when deciding where

longer a matter of if you will be attacked, but when.

to focus your resources—both people and capital

The point of drawing attention to these risks and

expenditures—and the controls you’ll purchase

threats is not to induce fear but to highlight the

and deploy.

growing problem of cyber attacks and to equip you

The advantage of knowing your threat profile is that

with knowledge, through threat intelligence, so you

it lifts the burden of worrying about the potential

can plan accordingly. Knowledge is power; and fact

impact of every threat that comes along. From a

is greater than fear.

place of knowledge, you can focus on those threats
that are most likely to affect you.

KNOW YOUR THREAT PROFILE
So, where do you begin? Start by understanding
the likelihood of exploit at all of your network’s
entry points—users, applications, data centers,
and network infrastructure—and the resulting
impact when these entry points get hacked. Your
threat profile is a key element in determining
that likelihood. Are you a target because of your
geographic profile, industry, systems, software, or
data? Who are your most likely threat actors, where
do they come from, and what tools and tactics do

TRANSFORMING THREAT
INTEL INTO ACTION
Raw threat data is of little value to you as a security
professional. To be useful, it needs to be processed,
analysed, and transformed into intelligence that is
actionable. Accomplishing that requires
understanding who the threat actors are, what
exactly they’re doing, and when, why, and how
they’re doing it.

HERE’S AN EXAMPLE OF HOW INTEL IS TRANSFORMED INTO ACTION:

1
4

WHO

Hackers, cyber
gangs, nationstates, rogue
insiders

WHAT

DDoS attacks,
web application
exploits, malware,
phishing,
spamming

WHAT’S
NEXT

Threat findings
and predictions
for the future

HOW

Zero-day
exploits,
unpatched
vulnerabilities,
social engineering

WHEN

WHY

Continual or
seasonal attacks,
spikes during
specific days/times

Financial gain,
espionage,
notoriety,
cyber warfare

https://interact.f5.com/SSLOrchestration • 2 http://www.internetlivestats.com/internet-users/ • 3 https://haveibeenpwned.com/
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10 CRITICAL
AREAS
WHERE YOU
CAN STEP
UP YOUR
SECURITY
GAME

In addition to using threat intelligence to your advantage, here are
10 critical areas of focus that will help you significantly strengthen
your security program and risk mitigation strategies.

01

UNDERSTAND HACKERS’
MOTIVATIONS, TARGETS,
AND TACTICS.

Don’t overlook cyber insurance as part of your
security budget. A dip in consumer confidence might
not ruin your business after getting hacked, but data
breach costs will. If you don’t already have a policy,

They run the gamut, from unskilled novices who

get one—and be prepared with your cyber risk score,

are simply interested in causing malicious chaos,

which can help you negotiate the best premiums.

to those who are driven by social and political

Cyber risk scores work much like the credit rating

agendas. The majority of today’s hackers, however,

system, and many services are available for a few

are cybercriminals who are motivated by one

thousand dollars a year.

thing: money. And while they have a reputation
for perpetuating sophisticated schemes, the
truth is that many of their methods are decidedly
unsophisticated. Ultimately, they take the path of
least resistance—the easy targets—and why not
when so many organizations are making it easy
for them?

03

TRAIN EVERYONE—
FROM ADMINISTRATIVE
STAFF TO THE BOARD.

Security is everyone’s responsibility, and awareness
training makes everyone more alert. Aggressively
train your users to recognize and curtail spear

02

ALIGN YOUR BUDGET
TO YOUR THREAT
LANDSCAPE—AND MAKE
SURE CYBER INSURANCE
IS PART OF IT.

phishing attempts. Help them understand the
importance of proper password management (and
the risk of not doing so), and provide tools like
Password Safes. For developers, train them in secure
coding. Your best bet in combatting web application
attacks is to not code vulnerabilities to begin with.

As much as 90 percent of today’s IT security
budgets are still spent on everything but protecting
applications and user identities, yet these are today’s
primary targets of attack. Security breaches will
continue to rise in size and severity until enterprises
realize they’re spending the bulk of their security
dollars in the wrong place.
1
4
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04

PROPERLY CONTROL
ACCESS.

05

MANAGE YOUR
VULNERABILITIES.

»» Automate web application vulnerability management.
No matter how good you think you are at vulnerability
management, there’s always time between detection
and mitigation in which a web app firewall (WAF) can

»» Manage your volume of user identities. Enable single

»» Start by knowing what they are. Have a scanning
solution for every network, system, and software

you’ll be held accountable for the one you missed, not

stored insecurely or repeated across multiple critical

type; don’t limit yourself to externally facing IPs. Scan

the thousands you fixed. Web app developers know

systems.

inside your network, and do black box and static

that performance is no longer an excuse for not having

code analysis of your apps. Layer your tools, because

a WAF, and they realize they can’t keep pace with

no single tool finds everything. If there’s a specific

hackers when it comes to managing vulnerabilities.

scanning tool for a specific piece of software, chances

A WAF requires routine attention by an experienced

are there’s a reason. Run it. Scan, test, and scan again.

engineer. Many organizations are opting for managed

Vulnerabilities are never a point-in-time occurrence;

WAF services versus hiring in-house expertise that

you must have a continual testing process aligned

must support 24x7x365 operations as well as be a

to your development cycles and patch releases

DevOps liaison.

»» Implement multifactor authentication (MFA) for
accessing your network and applications, because
identities get compromised. One or more of your
users will get phished, and without MFA, your network,
applications, and data will be breached.
»» Don’t use weak or default username and password
combinations (admin: password) and prevent brute
force exploits by implementing account lockouts after
six failed login attempts.
»» Hashed passwords provide virtually no protection at
all. Since LinkedIn’s password dump, hackers are six
times more successful at cracking hashed password
data breaches, and this was before Yahoo’s 1 billion
account breach. Implement stronger encryption
methods on password databases, at a minimum of a
hash plus salt.
»» Remember that access is a privilege. Stringently
manage what your user identities are authorized to
access so that when an identity is compromised, a
threat actor doesn’t have unlimited access within the
network.

of your vendors. Nine different tools that produce
nine different reports becomes hard to manage at
volume. Don’t expect system owners to manage them.
Implement a consolidated reporting platform that tracks
all vulnerabilities by system and can produce valuable
improvement metrics over time (hackers typically
leverage several vulnerabilities per exploit, so it’s
important to see them all as a whole).
»» Prioritize web application vulnerability management.
Get intimately familiar with the OWASP Top 10, which
describes today’s most critical web application security
risks and provides guidance on how to mitigate specific
types of attacks. If you don’t take advantage of this
guidance, you leave your organization wide open to
security breaches. This is one of the major reasons
hackers still have the upper hand in the security game.

1

patch a vulnerability automatically. Without a WAF,

sign-on to reduce the number of passwords that are
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»» Patch everything—desktops, laptops, servers, etc.—
monthly, especially if you are running Windows. Don’t
skip “important” patches as they will ultimately be
required later in a queue chain of dependencies.
»» Don’t allow end-of-life software or hardware in your
network.
»» Force updates to Adobe Flash, Oracles Java, and
don’t allow old versions of internet browsers to run
on company computer assets.
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06

ENSURE YOU HAVE THE
VISIBILITY YOU NEED, ESPECIALLY INTO YOUR CRITICAL
DATA. YOU CAN’T MANAGE
WHAT YOU CAN’T SEE.

08

LEVERAGE EXPERTS,
ESPECIALLY WHEN IT
COMES TO COMPLIANCE
AND INCIDENT RESPONSE.

10

COMMUNICATE
LIKELIHOOD AND IMPACT
OF A BREACH.

Prep your board of directors, audit committee, and senior

Security as a service is a great option when it comes to

management with the likelihood and potential impact of

Intrusion detection/prevention systems (IDS/IPS), Security

effectively managing high risk controls that require 24x7

an exploit. The worst thing you can do is surprise them

Information Event Managers (SIEM), data loss prevention

rapid response by highly skilled engineers.

with a breach they never knew was possible. This will also

(DLP) systems, and others need to be properly architected,

Test the effectiveness of your controls and control

implemented, and continually managed. These systems

operators. Your SOX and PCI auditors are already doing

need to have access to all parts of your network, systems,

this because many companies are getting hacked while

data, and data centers, encrypted and non-encrypted

seemingly compliant, and it’s undermining the integrity

traffic, both east–west and north–south. Your management

of the control frameworks. Poorly designed controls or

needs to be aware of any gaps. Don’t get caught missing

inadequate operators are often the culprit rather than the

a network segment, system, or log type, or missing alerts

framework itself.

because the system wasn’t tuned.

If you don’t deal with incident response regularly, get

Pay special attention to visibility within new virtualization

help in the event of a breach. Nothing makes up for

software as some solutions don’t provide for east–west

professional experience when it comes to making level-

visibility within a hypervisor.

headed, “game-time” decisions that could materially
impact the outcome of the incident.

07

HIRE A HACKER AND/OR
IMPLEMENT A BUG BOUNTY
PROGRAM.

09

HAVE A
DDoS STRATEGY.

If you have an application that could cause significant
harm to your business if it were compromised, it’s worth

The DDoS attack landscape has shifted rapidly from

hiring an engineer to try to hack it. If that’s not feasible,

complex, expensive attacks launched only at high-value

offer up a public bounty program and let the white hats do

targets, to cheap-to-rent bots with plug-and-play attacks,

it for you.

to the new reality of IoT botnets that are easy to make
and capable of launching terabyte-per-second attacks.
If you don’t already have a plan in place for a DDoS attack,
do it quickly.

1
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support your risk transfer initiatives.
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BEST
PRACTICES
FOR END
USERS

Use strong, unique passwords—the
longer the better—for every account,
and change them frequently. Use
a password manager to store
passwords securely.

Resist “conveniences” such as
memorizing passwords on website
login pages or using Facebook
credentials to sign into other
websites.

Never use open Wi-Fi networks
without establishing a secured
VPN connection.

Never share company information
using unapproved web applications
such as Dropbox.

Ensure your antivirus, antimalware,
antispyware, and firewall software
are set to automatic updates.

Know what IoT devices you have in
your home and reset default access
passwords when possible.

Keep your web browsers, Java,
Adobe, and operating system
software updated. Set Macs to
auto update; patch Windows
systems monthly.

Understand and heed web browser
SSL/TLS certificate warnings, which
indicate that you’re visiting an
untrusted site.

Surf and email wisely. Never click on
links or attachments from unknown
sources. Check out suspicious URLs
before clicking on them. If an email
from a company you recognize
seems legitimate but includes a link
that doesn’t go to their website,
don’t click. It’s phishing.

F5 LABS:
YOUR SOURCE FOR
ACTIONABLE APPLICATION
THREAT INTELLIGENCE
Few organizations today have the internal resources
required to fight cyber threats on their own. They need
intelligence from outside sources, and this is where F5
can help. Since the company was founded 20 years ago,
F5 has focused solely on application delivery and security.
We understand applications and the network at the deepest
levels, and our placement in the network gives us a unique
vantage point into the world of IT security.
F5 Labs, F5’s threat research and intelligence team,
provides the security community with actionable threat
intelligence about current cyber threats and future trends so
you can stay at the forefront of the security game. We bring
together the expertise of skilled security researchers with
the breadth of threat data we collect from multiple sources,
including our global client base. We look at everything
from threat actors, to the nature and source of attacks, to
evolving techniques, tools, and tactics, and provide postattack analysis of significant incidents. Our goal is create a
comprehensive, 360-degree view of the threat landscape—
the same way our customers experience it. From the newest
malware variants to zero-day exploits and attack trends,
f5.com/labs is where you’ll find the latest insights from F5’s
threat research and intelligence team.

